CONGRATS TO OUR 2017 GRADUATES
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CREATE-X is a faculty-led, student-focused initiative designed to equip students with the confidence they need to actively create their own future. The initiative relies on programs within a LEARN, MAKE, LAUNCH scaffolding to achieve this goal and build the essential entrepreneurial confidence. While some students will indeed become commercial or social entrepreneurs, others will bring entrepreneurial thinking to whatever career they choose to pursue – from taking a job in industry, to scholarship in graduate school, to going to law or other professional schools. Thus, through CREATE-X, GT students will have the knowledge, skills, abilities, and experiences to pursue entrepreneurial opportunities.

CREATE-X is open to all students throughout their undergraduate careers. It fully leverages and partners with existing programs focused on multidisciplinary design, entrepreneurship and invention. CREATE-X currently operates three signature programs: Startup Lab (LEARN), Idea to Prototype (MAKE) and Startup Summer (LAUNCH).

Startup Lab enables students to understand the language and practice of entrepreneurship while offering mentoring opportunities. Startup Lab teaches the theory and practice of startups. This semester long class covers startup basics like creativity, teaming, metrics, customer discovery, analysis, and testing.

Idea to Prototype provides student teams the opportunity to work with faculty mentors and to look more deeply into the technology underpinning their ideas. Teams are provided with academic credit and resources needed to make their ideas real by constructing a prototype or related proof of concept and testing.

Startup Summer is where student teams take the next step – taking their ideas to the real world. Teams launch their startups and are given the opportunity for seed investment, legal help as well as mentoring by experienced entrepreneurs. Startup Summer has led to the creation of 42 student startups over the past three summers.
Atramento

atramento.com
A new way to tattoo.

Graham Parkinson, MSE ’18
Andrew Jarrett, MBA ’18
Zach Herd, MBA ’18
Alex Schudel, MSE ’18
Skylr Martucci, JD
Ryan Seewald, JD

Avanago

avango.com
Avanago is a travel planning assistant that provides personalized trip recommendations for when you just vana-go!

Teo Harrison, IE ’17
Themiya Chandraratna, CS ’17
Ethan Jen, CS ’18

Autohub

Available in the App Store
Autohub engages car enthusiasts with performance and technical specs for over 2500 cars, automotive news/video content, and motorsports results.

Christopher Clark, CS ’20
Ethan Esval

BoxFynder

boxfynder.com
BoxFynder is a subscription service that gives you the ability to choose from a wide variety of curated goods from socks to dogs toys for one flat rate.

John Paul Holdsworth, BA ’17
Anees Ragy, IE ’17
Pranov Duggasani, CS ’17
Centree

centre.xyz
An IoT company that detects car crashes on impact with artificial intelligence.

Elsa Perakis, CS ’19
Reid Clyburn, EE ’19
Sam Crane, CS ’19
Brooke Brennan, EE ’19
John Britti
Grayson Noah, EE ’18

Crescendo

trycrescendo.com
Crescendo helps musicians boost their confidence through interactive training software powered by Artificial Intelligence.

Seth Radman, ME ’16
Stephen Schwahn, CS ’16
Daniel Kuntz, MT ’20

Cobrix
demoday.gatech.edu/2017/cobrix
Computer Science for Everyone.

Jang Hee I, CS ’19
Kihoon Ahn, CS ’18
Seungchul Lee, CS

Eddy Motorworks
eddymotorworks.com
At Eddy Motorworks, we design, build, and sell custom electric vehicle powertrains - from EV conversions of classic cars to a ground-up electric track car called The Electrocet.

Ben Horst, ME ’16
Josh Preissle, ME ’16
Fashioncents

fashioncents.me
Fashioncents is a clothing recommendation engine that searches through 1M+ clothes from 100+ retailers to find the clothes that match your measurements, clothing style, and budget.

Kunal Sharma, CS ’20
Nikhil Rajan, CS ’20
Spero Calamas, CS ’19

InternBlitz

internblitz.com
InternBlitz is the common application for internships. Say goodbye to the busy work of filling out applications and focus on finding an amazing internship.

Murtaza Bambot, IE ’17
Sahaj Bhatt, CS ’19
Vamshi Adimulam, CS ’19

Induviae

induvialifestyle.com
A personal styling application that understands your wardrobe to recommend outfits that match your taste and lifestyle.

Valerie Fanelle, CS ’20
Meha Agrawal, CS ’19

InvitroScan

demoday.gatech.edu/2017/
invitroscan
InvitroScan identifies invading pathogens in sick patients using novel biochemical receptors.

Justin Williams, CS ’18
Kyle Murray, BME ’18
Nick Fahrenkrog, EE ’18
iSimu VR

iSimu VR is the premier virtual reality entertainment arcade in Georgia.

Vien Ha, ME ’14
Tanvir Iqbal, CE ’14
Clayton Fuestel, CS ’18
Spencer Obsitnik

Lightbikes

We are designing and building a brand new commuter experience in the form of a futuristic electric bike.

David Gamero, ME ’19
Johshua VonHoltz, ME ’16

Mandala Soundworks

Mandala Soundworks specializes in the production of music instrument hardware/software accessories and programs.

Sunit Kulkarni, EE ’17
Michael Martin, CmpE ’16
Tanner Leggett
Krish Ravindranath, CmpE ’16
Nashwin Bharwani, CmpE ’16
Kevin Wang
Steve Kenney, EE ’94

Nexxchair

An on-demand Beauty App delivering quality makeup services.

Ace Onwuzuruigbo, BA ’17
TJ Funso, IE ’17
**Oddity Instruments**

*oddiyinstruments.com*

Oddity Instruments develops a new generation of completely analog electric percussion instruments.

*Mitcham Tuell, EE ’17*

*Anthony Doud, EE ’17*

*Clark Hamilton, ME ’17*

**Pasen**

demoday.gatech.edu/2017/pasen

Pasen is a local news content provider and aggregator. We help local news agencies communicate with their community like it’s twenty first century.

*Kamal Shadi, CS ’18*

*Salah Faroughi, CE ’16*

**ShoutHealth**

demoday.gatech.edu/2017/pasen

ShoutHealth is a platform that redirects non-acute patients from emergency departments to low-cost community clinics. This results in less wasteful spending and better patient care.

*Rafiya Javed, CS ’18*

*Sayeed Hasan, BA ’17*

*Hassan Fakhoury, BME ’18*

*Omar Hayek, CS ’17*

**SpecWare**

demoday.gatech.edu/2017/specware

SpecWare is developing new technologies and methods that more effectively measure blood alcohol concentration.

*Mitcham Tuell, EE ’17*

*Anthony Doud, EE ’17*

*Clark Hamilton, ME ’17*

*Rafiya Javed, CS ’18*

*Sayeed Hasan, BA ’17*

*Hassan Fakhoury, BME ’18*

*Omar Hayek, CS ’17*
SophiaTech

demoday.gatech.edu/2017/sophiatech
SophiaTech enables the technology for low-power IoT application such as a Wake-up device for Google Home or Amazon Echo.

Sihwan Kim, EE
Sahil Shah, EE
Aishwarya Natarajan, EE

Stempower

gtstempower.weebly.com
Stempower is a mentoring program encouraging young women to explore science, technology, engineering, and math through building classroom confidence and promoting resilience.

Natalie Leonard, Psyc ’18
Kenzy Mina, BME ’19
Kaitlin Rizk, IE ’18

Tootee AI

tootee.ai
Tootee AI is an Intelligent Conversation Agent Derived by Deep Learning to Empower Customer Service Experience.

Mehrdad Farajtabar
Mohsen Salari, CS

TopTime Coffee

toptimecoffee.com
TopTime Coffee will bring the coffee industry into the future with their fully customizable microroaster and educational, DIY platform for coffee enthusiasts.

Nolan Hall, ME ’17
Travis Sadler, ME ’17
Mika Munch, CS ’17